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                     Section -B-
YASA Publications
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•  Driver Education Questions and Answers Guide
(Arabic, English and French)

As part of its efforts to reduce traffic 
crashes and their consequences on 
both society and economy, YASA has 
published the “Driver Education Questions 
and Answers Guide” to help spread safe 
driving knowledge amongst people. 

This guide provides a mixture of wrong 
and right information in the form of 
questions with multiple choice answers. 
The questions in this guide were created 
and grouped in such a way that they cover 
all types of vehicles: heavy, medium and light weight vehicles. 
The questions concentrate on traffic safety based on defensive 
driving techniques such as observation, communication, 
consideration, coordination and navigation.

This guide aims to reinforce the theoretical driver education for 
all new drivers as well as to improve the knowledge of existing 
drivers. The guide has multiple choice questions to trigger 
the driver to search for the correct answers by comparing the 
available options of answers that are provided. YASA believes 
that this comparative option provided will help the driver improve 
the behavior by visualizing the wrong and right actions.

As for the drivers – to – be, the guide gives them the chance 
to test their information giving them a step in their new journey of 
learning safe driving techniques as part of the driver education.

YASA hopes that the “Driver Education Questions and Answers 
Guide” gets every driver’s attention and  hence helps improve 
their behavior on the road to ensure a safer environment. 
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The Driver Guide: an empowering tool for driver(Arabic)

The Driver Guide came as a result of extensive work of 
professionals from YASA International for around two years. This 
guide aims at facilitating the search as well as combining ideas 
with images and illustrations for clarification. 
It also puts the reader in the place of the 
driver to learn the different scenarios of 
different road situations.

The theoretical part is expected to be 
accompanied with a number of driving 
sessions that highlight different situations. 
All this is in order to prepare the driver 
for better driving skills as well as help the 
driver avoid surprises that can cause tragic 
crashes with unknown results.

 The guide has several chapters which 
address the theoretical aspects of driver education. These 
chapters also address the behavior of the driver and the 
pedestrian as well as provide important recommendations for 
handling problems that the driver might face on the roads which 
increase the risk of crashes.

 Along with this Driver Guide, and in an aim to driving skills, 
YASA International has also published other books as well as 
documentaries, brochures and posters all to help the different 
road users reduce the risk on their lives.

 All this alone is not enough; there is a big responsibility on the 
driver to learn proper road behavior to help achieve safer roads 
and decrease injuries and deaths.

 Therefore for the driver to acquire proper and efficient driving 
skills that empower him/ her to avoid preventable injuries, it is 
recommended to receive driver education through professional 
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driving schools.
 This guide has been adopted by the Lebanese army and the 

ISF as a curriculum for their drivers.

• Media and non-governmental organizations: (Arabic)

For any message to reach its target,  there needs to be way to 
get it there.  The media are considered among the best and the 
cheapest way to get a message to a wide audience.

This book which was published by YASA in Arabic addressed 
the following topics:

• Part One: Media and non-governmental 
organizations

• Part Two: The strategic relation with the 
media

• Chapter one: Ensuring media coverage
• Part Four: The ‘’YASA’’ experience with 

the media
• Part Five: YASA’s Achievements through 

media  

•School Transport safety guide (Arabic)

LASSA and YASA have published, with the sponsorship 
autoXpert (JINBEI), an (36 fully colored page) Arabic guide book 
in February 2011 about the school bus safety transport.

The guide book discussed the following points:
1. A small introduction about how many accidents can happen 

in schools (mainly in school buses). In addition to how parents 
can take precautions to protect their children while going to 
school (by foot, by car with their parents, or by bus)
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2. The goal of the guide book 3. Challenges concerning the 
school transport guide book.

4. Precautions from school transportation accidents
5. Recommendations about the school buses’ condition

Road Safety in Lebanon – New Traffic Law for Lebanon: 

Road Safety in Lebanon – New Traffic Law for Lebanon 
is an Arabic YASA publication that was published in 2007.  It 
is a publication that describes the traffic law in Lebanon and 
why there is a need for change towards a new traffic law. This 
book describes the weaknesses of the traffic law in effect and 
highlights the need to improve and update to 
a new law. The book summarizes the findings 
of the SWEROAD about the situation of road 
safety in Lebanon

Prevention from Truck Tragedies
Prevention from Truck Tragedies is an 

Arabic YASA Publication that was published 
in 2004. It addressed the issue of truck safety 
and how to prevent tragedies from Trucks that 
are in the increase on the Lebanese roads.

10th Anniversary for YASA

10th Anniversary for YASA is an Arabic YASA 
Publication that summarizes the first ten years 
of YASA’s perseverance fight against towards 
improving injury prevention.

YASA Studies is an English YASA Publication 
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in 2012 that compiles some of the previously published YASA 
studies on Safety.  It aims to provide a one book reference for 
researchers in the field of public safety.

 Children Safety Guide 

Children Safety Guide is  a joint lassa YASA Publication that 
was published in an aim to be used as a reference for anyone who 
will be dealing with kids. It is a great reference for parents, care 
givers and educators. It deals with various 
types of injuries from indoor, to outdoor, to 
pool, vehicle, and more.

This book is mainly concentrated on the 
child's safety methods. It is in the arabic 
language. Its made up of 143 pages.

YASA en Mouvement
YASA  en Mouvement published in 

2011 is a French YASA publication that is 
of 192 pages which describes the story 
of the birth and progress of YASA since 
its establishment in 1994. This book is 
intended to give the reader the history of 
YASA, and highlight its partners and all 
the parties with who Yasa works towards 
achieving its goals. It describes the 
projects done by YASA over the past years 
as well as YASA'S vision for international 
collaboration to promote road safety.
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YASA Participation in different forums.
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Keep Walking...Promote road Safety


